Mr and Mrs Meek give their darling daughter Myrtle everything she could possibly want. But when Myrtle demands a 'FING', there's just one problem... what is a FING?

Their journey to find a Fing takes them from the spooky library vaults, through the dusty pages of the Monsterpedia, and into the depths of the jungliest jungle! But will they ever find a Fing?

WORD SEARCH
See if you can find all of the words below hidden in the grid. Good luck!

FING
MYRTLE
MR MEEK
MRS MEEK
RAJ
MONSTERPEDIA
JUNGLE
LIBRARY
CUSTARD CREAM
CAKE
ADVENTURE
HONKOPOTAMUS
HELEPHANT
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Meet the monsters you’ll discover in... THE MONSTERPEDIA

AAGADONDONG
A man-eating underground bird.

BOOBOO
A giant slug that leaves a poisonous trail of slime in its wake.

CRUNKLETOAD
A reptile so ugly it can kill a man with a look.

DUMDUM
A cross between a jellyfish and a warthog.

EEBINKIBONK
An amphibious monkey found only in the deepest depths of the oceans.

This, the most rarest of rare beasts, is found only in the deepest, darkest, jungliest jungle.

DESIGN YOUR OWN MONSTER FOR THE MONSTERPEDIA!